Abstract-In the present paper, a new single-channel speech MIDFT enhancement system is proposed. The proposed system is based --on frequency domain adaptive line enhancer; therefore, it is X + advantageous to non-stationary environments. Also, frequency o,i | domain decorrelation parameters are introduced and then adjusted independently. The performance of the proposed system is examined through computer simulations. The effectiveness of the proposed system is confirmed through computer simulations.
The reason is that the SS is a time-sharing method of one domain ALE. microphone: a noise spectrum is obtained in a speech pause and then it is subtracted from a noisy speech spectrum in the following speech existent period.
II. PROPOSED SINGLE-CHANNEL SPEECH ENHANCEMENT
The authors have proposed another single-channel speech SYSTEM enhancement system which is based on frequency domain
The fundamental structure of the proposed single-channel adaptive line enhancer (ALE) [2] , [3] . The noise canceling speech enhancement system is based on the adaptive line using ALE had been already proposed in Ref. [4] . The authors enhancer (ALE). Such a structure is illustrated in Fig.l1 where introduced the frequency domain adaptive filter (FDAF) into i and k are time and frequency indices. the ALE in order to improve convergence speed of the ALE The proposed system adopts modified DFT (MDFT) pair. [5] . In the ALE, the input signal of the ADF is generated The MDFT is obtained by simplifying the original DFT [9] . by delaying a desired signal. The time delay is constant and Moreover, for introducing the window function the MDFT is called decorrelation parameter, which makes the noise in the re-modified as desired signal decorrelated with that in the input signal. OnNthe other hand, the proposed frequency domain ALE enables Xk i E3 zin cos(2wr(m N/2)1k/N)
(1) setting the decorrelation parameter in frequency domain [6] . Resultingly, it reduces the computational complexity of the proposed system [7] .
where cos(2wmk/N) in MDFT is shifted by N/2 [7] . N is
In the present paper, the authors propose to adjust the the number of samples for DFT analysis and assumed to be frequency domain decorrelation parameters according to the even hereafter. Inverse MDFT (MIDFT) is defined as relation between the speech and the noise. The performance 2 N/2-1 of the proposed system is examined through computer simu-
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The MDFT pair requires only real-value operations and the a result, it is found that the optimal setting of the frequency MIDFT is achieved by summing the MDFT outputs, that is domain decorrelation parameter for noise suppression is difto say, the MDFT decomposes an input signal into harmonic ferent from that for speech enhancement and so it is defined signals while maintaining phase differences. Therefore, adap-as N tive signal processing can be simply realized by adjusting the Ak = ( ) (7) amplitude of the MDFT output signal. k x 4
By using the MDFT, the input signal xi is decomposed into where ( ) (8) is used because it is essential for achieving fast convergence in the FDAF [10] . Thus, where Pitch expresses the pitch period. It has been confirmed that the autocorrelations of speech harmonics also have local Wk,i±1 = Wk,i + 2 P8k,i E,i Xk,i, (4) maximum at the time lag which is equal to the pitch [7] . The 0.5 (5) frequency domain decorrelation parameter which is larger than A white noise of variance 0.042 was used as a stationary noise In addition, the proposed system requires the detection of and a noise generated by moving of a car was used as a nonpitch and speech existence. There have been proposed several stationary noise. It was assumed that Domainl was 0 < k < detection methods but simple detection methods are adopted 24, Domain2 was 24 < k < 48, Domain3 was 48 < k < 80, in the present paper.
and Domain4 was 80 < k. The threshold for the detection of Firstly, the pitch is obtained by calculating the autocorrela-speech existence Q was 12.5 dB. These were determined by tion of the speech using the current and past 255 data: total trial and error in preliminary experiments. N was 256 and the 256 data sample by sample and then detecting the time lag Hamming window was used. where the autocorrelation becomes maximum.
Results are summarized in Figs.3 and 4. For reference, the Next, for detecting speech existence, the speech and noise results by a modified spectral subtraction (SS) system [8] level detectors proposed in Ref.
[II] are adopted. The explana-are also shown. The SS is well known as a speech noise tion of the detectors is omitted for lack of space. The principal reduction system in frequency domain and it requires only speech elements can be assumed to be contained in the MDFT one microphone as well as the proposed system. output at k = 1 (250.0 Hz) when N = 32 and 8 kHz sampling It is clear that the proposed system is more effective than rate. When the output of the speech level detector is DSi and the modified SS system when input SNR is less than about 2 that of the noise level one is DNi, input SNR is estimated by dB. The SS system [1] is weak to reduce the non-stationary noise since a noise spectrum is preliminary estimated during DS, a speech pause and then it is subtracted from the noise Estimated input SNR =10 log10 DN, (9) speech spectrum in the following speech existent period. The modified 55 system is designed not to require such preliminary The estimated input SNR is compared with the threshold Q. estimation but it assumes that the noise is relatively stationary If it is larger than the threshold, then the speech is considered compared with the speech [8] . In these simulations, such to be existent.
the assumption was not held, so that it brought about the performance of speech enhancement is degraded. It is remark-
